
Optional Additional Afternoon Readings:

R 1. “A Conversation with Milton Babbitt,” in Tim Page, Music from the Road: Views and Reviews, 1978-1992. Oxford: 

OUP, 1992, pp. 11-18. (p 2-6)

R 2. “A Conversation with John Cage,” in Tim Page, Music from the Road, pp. 35-39. (p 7-9)

R 3. Tim Rutherford-Johnson, Music After the Fall.  Oakland, CA:  University of California Press, 2017, 

Introduction, pp. 1-23. (p 10-15)

R 4. Tim Page, “Radical Music that Will Remain That Way,” In Tim Page on Music.  Portland OR: Amadeus Press, 

2002, pp 307-314. (p 16-19)

R 5. Joseph Auner, Music in the Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries.  New York:  W. W. Norton, 2013. Chapters 13 

[pp. 258-271], 14, 278-289. (p20-33)

R 6. Kyle Gann, “Minimal Music, Maximal Impact,” In NewMusicBox, 1 November 2001 (p 34-46)

R 7. Virgil Thomson, “How Dead is Schoenberg?” In A Virgil Thomson Reader. New York: Dutton, 1981, pp. 400-

405. (p 47-49)

R 8. Anne Midgette, Top 35 Female Composers in Classical Music, Washington Post, 4 August 2017. (pg 50-61)

Optional Additional Afternoon Music:

R 1. Terry Riley, In C 

R 2. Pamela Z:  Pamela Z, from Suite for Solo Voice and Electronics: 

R 3. You can explore the links in Alex Ross’s New Yorker review of Rutherford-Johnson’s After the Fall (#6 in 
the reading list for the afternoon).  The two paragraphs marked with asterisks on page 2 have links to the 
diversity of styles composers have begun to explore in the last thirty years.  There is much to explore here. 

<><><><> 

For those attending the Ojai Festival, you can find many YouTube clips of Barbara Hannigan’s performances.  
You can also find a fascinating long interview with her at “Performing and Music Communication” BH Live in 
Berlin on Sarah [Willis’s] Horn Hangouts”  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lFs1C_ewiE 

In addition, you might see Thomas Kotcheff’s interview with her at last year’s Festival about plans for the 
upcoming one: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9030hgBZm1c 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNi0bukYRnA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebxvVJwGWek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lFs1C_ewiE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9030hgBZm1c
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GannMinimalMusic, 

Minimal Music, Maximal Impact 
Thankless Attempts at a Definition of Minimalism 

http://www.newmusicbox.org/article.nmbx?id=1515 Published: November 1, 2001 

What is minimalism? What constitutes a minimalist work? 

Lord, what vexed questions. I certainly have my own answers, but so does everyone else (save for those who object on 

principle to any kind of musical definition), and I hesitate to offer guidelines that I know no one else will agree with. So let's 

try talking around the subject a little. 

There have even been thirty years of carping about the term minimalism, which was coined apparently by Michael Nyman in 

1968, though Tom Johnson (as music critic for the Village Voice in New York) has also staked such a claim. Many of the 

original minimalist works last for hours and contain thousands of notes: how, disbelievers claim, can we call such grandiose 

music minimalist? 

Well, it's pretty simple, really. Minimalist music, at least originally, tended to restrict itself to a tiny repertoire of pitches and 

rhythmic values, like the F Dorian scale and steady 8th-notes of Philip Glass's Music in Fifths. The length of the works 

actually underlines the intense restriction of materials: you might write a four-minute piece using only seven pitches and no 

one would notice, but write a 30-minute piece, and the austere limitations become a major phenomenon of the composition. 

Moreover, minimalism borrowed its name from the eponymous art movement, and there are clear parallels between the 

quasi-geometric linearity and predictability of Philip Glass's and Steve Reich's notes with the clean geometric lines and 

simple optical illusions of a Frank Stella or Sol Lewitt. One visual-art tome (Kenneth Baker's Minimalism [Abbeville Press, 

1988]) describes minimalist art as that which is "barren of merely decorative detail, in which geometry is emphasized and 
expressive technique avoided." That's a fairly precise, if incomplete, description of most early minimalist music. K. Robert 

Schwarz (in his book Minimalists) quotes La Monte Young's definition as "That which is made with a minimum of means," 

which applies if by "means" you mean pitches and rhythmic values, not necessarily number of notes and stretches of time. 

Moreover, as Wittgenstein emphasized, the use of a word is its meaning. Most culturally literate people by now know that the 

word has been used to describe the musics of Young, Riley, Reich, and Glass. Pragmatically speaking, its meaning is 

circumscribed by at least their music of the 1960s and 1970s. To deny the term's usefulness at this point would be as futile as 

going back and arguing that we shouldn't call Monet's paintings Impressionistic. Other terms have been advanced: "trance 

music," "hypnotic music," "process music," "modular music," and, more pejoratively, "wallpaper music" and "going-nowhere 

music." Some of these are too vague, others too specific, and none is as precise and flexible at once as minimalism. 

Composer John Adams (the Nixon in China Adams, not our NewMusicBox friend JLA) has stated three cut and dried criteria 

for what constitutes a minimalist piece: regular, articulated pulse; the use of tonal harmony with slow harmonic rhythm; and 

the building of large structures through repetition of small cells. That certainly covers a lot of the public perception of 

minimalism. It ties together Riley's In C and A Rainbow in Curved Air, Glass's Music in Fifths and Einstein on the Beach, 

and Reich's Drumming and Music for 18 Musicians. 

What it specifically (and intentionally) leaves out is the sine-tone installations of La Monte Young, and the related drone 

music of the Theater of Eternal Music, which contain neither regular pulse nor repetitive pitch cells. Personally, for me, 

Young's Composition 1960 No. 7, which consists of the pitches B and F-sharp and the notation "to be held for a long time," 

must be regarded as a seminal work, perhaps the seminal work, of minimalism. I have trouble with a definition that omits that 

piece, and also with one that omits the drone music of Phill Niblock and the slow, ambling chord progressions of Harold 

Budd. 

The postminimalist composer Paul Epstein once suggested to me that music of strict processes is minimalist, while music in 

which the composer has altered the result of a process, following his or her own intuition, is postminimalist. This is an 

interesting criterion, since a lot of early minimalist music such as Reich's Come Out and Piano Phase, Glass's Music in Fifths, 

and Tom Johnson's Nine Bells follow strict processes left to run on their own once started. However, I find this definition too 

exclusionary as well: it seems to refer to an interesting subset of the minimalist repertoire, and leaves out pieces as important 

as In C and Reich's Music for Mallet Instruments, Voices, and Organ. 

Let's consider for a moment the ideas, devices, and techniques through which early minimalist music found expression: 

1. Static harmony
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      Starting with Young's Composition 1960 No. 7, the minimalist tendency to stay on one chord, or to move back and forth 

among a small repertoire of chords, has marked most minimalist music, including Reich's Piano Phase, Drumming, and 

Octet. Glass's early ensemble works tended to stay within one scale rather than harmony - not necessarily a tenable 

distinction. In minimalist music this harmony is almost always related to the diatonic scale or mode - though there are 

important exceptions, such as Phill Niblock's music and James Tenney's Chromatic Canon, which applies a minimalist 

process to a 12-tone row. 

 

   2. Repetition 

      This is perhaps the most stereotypical aspect of minimalist music, the tendency that audiences superficially associate with 

its stuck-in-the-groove quality. It first appears in Terry Riley's tape pieces from 1963: Mescalin Mix and The Gift. Many 

minimalist works do not use repetition, however: Young's completely static sine-tone installations (except in the most 

microscopic acoustic sense), Tom Johnson's and Jon Gibson's permutational pieces, Phill Niblock's drone works. 

 

   3. Additive process 

      Minimalist works tended to start with a basic repeated pattern and add on in one of two ways. Either the pattern would be 

lengthened by adding additional notes or measures or phrases in usually a 1, 1+2, 1+2+3, 1+2+3+4 kind of way (Music in 

Fifths; Frederic Rzewski's Les Moutons des Panurge, Attica, and Coming Together; and later Carl Stone's electronic Shing 

Kee), or else by slowing down existing patterns (Music for Mallet Instruments, Voice, and Organ); or else a certain recurring 

duration would begin with silence and add notes with each recurrence (Drumming). 

 

      Because of additive process and other types of linear process detailed below, minimalist music was often called "Process 

Music" - a perfectly viable term and an interesting subject in its own right, but not a term that can be considered exactly 

coextensive with minimalism. 

 

   4. Phase-shifting 

      This technique, of two identical phrases played at the same time but at slightly different tempos so as to go out of phase 

with each other, was most characteristic of Reich's works of the 1960s and early 1970s: Piano Phase, Come Out, It's Gonna 

Rain, and Drumming. This technique had antecedents in Henry Cowell's New Musical Resources and Conlon Nancarrow's 

tempo explorations. Though not widely used in minimalist works per se, it survived as an important archetype in postminimal 

music (e.g. William Duckworth's Time Curve Preludes, John Luther Adams's Dream in White on White, Kyle Gann's Time 

Does Not Exist). 

 

   5. Permutational process 

      Composers who wanted slightly less obvious melodic progressions, like Jon Gibson in his Melody IV (1975) and Call 

(1978), and Tom Johnson in his Nine Bells, would sometimes turn to systematic permutations of pitches. 

 

   6. Steady beat 

      Certainly many of the most famous minimalist pieces relied on a motoric 8th-note beat, although there were also several 

composers like Young and Niblock interested in drones with no beat at all. We can at least say that it was a near-universal 

trait of minimalism to never use a wide variety of rhythms; you might proceed in 8th-notes, or 8ths and quarters, or whole 

notes with fermatas, but you do not get the kind of mercurial rhythmic variety one would hear in any 19th-century classical 

composition. Perhaps "steady-beat-minimalism" is a criterion that could divide the minimalist repertoire into two mutually 

exclusive bodies of music, pulse-based music versus drone-based music. 

 

   7. Static instrumentation 

      The early minimalist ensembles, starting with In C and the Theater of Eternal Music and continuing through the Reich 

and Glass ensembles, were all founded on a concept of everyone playing all the time; the minimalist concept of 

instrumentation is based on the idea of music being a ritual in which everyone participates equally, not on the classical 

European paradigm of the painter's palette in which each instrument adds its dash of color where needed. Minimalist 

ensembles (and postminimalist and totalist after them) hardly ever display the traditional give-and-take of a classical chamber 

group. In these days of amplification, which has been applied to minimalist works from the beginning, this makes 

minimalism, in my view, the beginning of a new and more economical symphonic tradition that can dispense with that labor-

intensive, economically inefficient dinosaur, the orchestra. 

 

   8. Linear transformation 

      This is a generalization of processes such as additive structure above. Many of the minimalists have cultivated a 

fascination with linear motion from one musical state to another, such as Niblock's slow mutations from maximum in-

tuneness to maximum dissonance or vice versa, or James Tenney's motion from tonality to atonality in his Chromatic Canon, 

and the linear acceleration of his Spectral Canon for Conlon Nancarrow (1974), an indisputably minimalist work and a very 

important one. 
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   9. Metamusic 

      For awhile in the '70s it seemed that Steve Reich's chief preoccupation was the unintended acoustic details that arose (or 

were perceived) as a side effect of strictly carried-out processes. These included soft melodies created by the overtones of 

played notes, which Reich referred to as "metamusic," and even reinforced with notated instrumental melodies in such works 

as his Octet. One could say that the overtone phenomena buzzing above the slowly glissandoing drones of Phill Niblock's 

music, and even the changing overtone patterns heard as you walk through a La Monte Young sine-tone installation, 

constitute metamusic as well. 

 

  10. Pure tuning 

      It's noteworthy that minimalism started, in the musics of Young, Tony Conrad, and the Theater of Eternal Music, as a 

slowed-down exploration of pure frequency ratios, resonant intervals outside the 12-pitch piano scale; Phill Niblock's music 

and much of Terry Riley's continue this feature as well. One could make an argument that the true minimalist music, hardcore 

minimalism, is in pure tunings. But since Glass and Reich have always been happy with the equal-tempered scale, this would 

be a hard sell. 

 

  11. Influence of non-Western cultures 

      This is far from a universal component of minimalism, nor a necessary one, but composers who started on the minimalist 

path had no European precedent to look to for examples of repetition or harmonic stasis, and typically turned eastward. It is 

significant that Young, Riley, and Glass were inspired by Indian classical music, and that Reich studied African drumming. 

And minimalism led directly to a much greater absorption of non-Western aesthetics and techniques by younger composers 

of the next generation. In a way, minimalism created a bridge over which American composers could rejoin the rest of the 

non-European world. 

 

      This is hardly a complete list of techniques and features of minimalist music, but it does constitute a family of character 

traits. No minimalist piece uses all of these, but I could hardly imagine calling a piece minimalist that didn't use at least a few 

of them. (If anyone can identify such a work, contact me and I'll add its traits to the list.) 

 

      Looking, however, to the opposite bank of minimalism, we find that many of these traits can be found in music that was 

influenced by minimalism, that grew out of minimalist practice, but that has departed so far from what we think of as 

minimalist as to no longer justify the name. For instance, many works that I consider postminimalist are characterized by 

steady beats, static harmony, and additive structures. For that reason, I like to add one delimiting feature to my own personal 

definition of minimalism: 

 

  12. Audible structure 

      For me, the thing that Drumming, In C, Attica, Composition 1960 No. 7, Einstein on the Beach, Budd's The Pavilion of 

Dreams, and all the other classic minimalist pieces shared was that their structure was right on the surface, that you could tell 

just from listening, often just from the first audition, what the overall process was. It seemed to me that part of minimalism's 

early mystique was to have no secrets, to hold the music's structure right in the audience's face, and have that be listened to. 

 

Parenthetically, this criterion is why I have never considered Morton Feldman's music minimalist, as some have. Feldman 

was using repetition of melodic figures as early as 1951 in his Structures for string quartet, and a few writers have made a 

case for him as the first minimalist. But actually, repetition is the only criterion listed above that is characteristic of Feldman's 

music (except, in some works, consistent density of orchestration) and even there Feldman's repetitions are rarely strict, never 

process-oriented, and his rhythms never motoric as in the classic minimalist works. Feldman's hyperintuitive, sonority-based 

aims and methods always strike me as almost diametrically opposed to minimalism, and I feel that including him in the 

movement is a kind of anachronism. 

 

I'm not sure how many people would hold audible structure as an essential ingredient. But taking it as such, we find that it 

marks off rather convenient boundaries for the minimalist period, as extending from 1960 with Young's Composition 1960 

No. 7 to around 1980. Because, arguably, the first postminimalist works appeared around that date: Duckworth's The Time 

Curve Preludes (1978-79), Janice Giteck's Breathing Songs from a Turning Sky (1980), Daniel Lentz's The Dream King 

(1983), Peter Gena's McKinley (1983), Ingram Marshall's Fog Tropes (1979/82). And it further strikes me that around 1980, 

Riley, Reich, and Glass all lost interest in making their structures so clear and obvious; in works like Desert Music and 

Koyaanisqatsi they began working more with melody and moving structure to the background. 

 

So you can see how cleverly I've buried my own personal definition of minimalism way down here at the end of the article, 

long after the point at which most people have stopped reading: The Era of Audible Structure, 1960-1980. And if you want to 

see what happened after 1980 that made minimalist music no longer minimalist, move on to postminimalism. 
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Minimal Music, Maximal Impact;  Minimalism as It Was 

 

At first—for those of us living outside New York City, anyway—minimalism seemed to be summed up in the names Terry 

Riley, Steve Reich, and Philip Glass. I soon found out about La Monte Young, the movement's so-called "Granddaddy," and I 

looked everywhere for his music, never hearing a note until 1987, when (due to a drop in his funding) he went public with 

new performances and a recording of The Well-Tuned Piano. Gradually through the 1990s, scholarship and critical writings 

have revealed that early minimalism was originally a far-flung movement involving both coasts, and a large cast of characters 

- a much feistier, more complex, more varied movement than ever appeared from its public face. 

 

For - rather ironically - Reich and Glass were actually sort of the Johnnie-come-latelies of the movement. According to the 

well-known Glass/Reich image, minimalism is a pretty, soothing style, but its origins were more often deafeningly loud and 

noisy, pushing the limits of audience tolerance. Also, Glass's and Reich's music uses the normal equal-tempered tuning of 

conventional instruments, but a lot of early minimalism was microtonal and very harmonically innovative. 

 

To see minimalism as it originally saw itself, we have to look at a large number of figures who seem obscure today, and some 

who have been pretty much forgotten altogether. There seems, in fact, almost to have been a curse on minimalism, in that so 

many of its innovative early figures either died or dropped out of music. Let's look first at the 1960s New York scene around 

Young and his ensemble Theater of Eternal Music: 

 

In 1960, electronic pioneer Richard Maxfield, along with Young, co-curated the early Fluxus concerts at Yoko Ono's loft: the 

first Downtown concerts. Maxfield made a number of mesmerizing, though gritty, electronic minimalist pieces, a few of 

which have made it to commercial recording. He blew his mind on drugs, however, and ended his life by jumping out of a 

window at 42. 

 

Terry Jennings was a child prodigy, a saxophonist and composer of some of the first extremely long instrumental works, a 

couple of which were published in La Monte Young's groundbreaking Anthology of 1961. Brilliant but never well-adjusted, 

Jennings was killed at 41 in a drug deal gone sour. 

 

Angus MacLise was the drummer for Young's Theater of Eternal Music, a reputedly phenomenal percussionist who could 

make drums sound like various nuances of falling rain or water. He traveled to Kathmandu and died there, apparently from 

drug-related problems, in 1979. 

 

Tony Conrad was the violinist in the Theater of Eternal Music who introduced drones and mathematically pure tunings into 

minimalism; La Monte Young credits him with having taught him how to specify pitches as fractions in relation to a drone. 

Conrad and John Cale (below) had a big rift with Young in the 1970s over whether the Theater of Eternal Music work was 

collaborative improvisation or whether the works had been composed in a traditional sense by Young. This led to copyright 

disputes and threats of litigation that have kept that music out of public access for decades now. In response, Conrad got out 

of music and made groundbreaking structuralist films, the best known being an abstract alternation of black and white frames 

called Flicker. Starting in the late 1980s, he has made a dramatic comeback through a series on recordings called Early 

Minimalism on the Table of the Elements label (see discography). 

 

Charlemagne Palestine once rivaled Young as being the most dynamic and compelling early minimalist figure, a legend for 

giving night-long performances frenetically strumming pianos and organs. However, like Conrad he disappeared into the 

visual art world and also moved to Holland. For two decades he was a lost legend, his music unknown and almost forgotten, 

until the Barooni and New Tone CD labels began releasing some of his early (and more recent) performances in the mid-

1990s (see discography). 

 

Dennis Johnson was a friend of Young's who wrote lengthy piano works which, as Young acknowledges, anticipated and 

influenced Young's The Well-Tuned Piano. However, Johnson couldn't stomach the dirty and dangerous world of the music 

business, and turned his number interests toward computer science. 

 

John Cale played viola in the Theater of Eternal Music, but veered off into rock, and did a nice business with a little group 

called the Velvet Underground. During the '60s he was practicing with Young in the afternoon and with the Velvet 

Underground at night. In early discs like The Velvet Underground and Nico you can hear, especially in the song "Venus in 

Furs," the influence of Young's drones on the history of rock. 

 

In addition, there were a lot of other minimalists who have contributed their own streams of influence, nuancing the eventual 

history of the field in ways that have hardly been noticed publicly: 
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Pauline Oliveros has delved into many musical fields including free improvisation and conceptual music, but her early drone 

pieces, especially the electronic sine-tone pieces like I of IV (1966) and accordion-and-voice pieces like Horse Sings from 

Cloud (1977), made signal contributions to minimalism's direction. 

 

Phill Niblock has been one of minimalism's most potent underground influences and remains so today. Not musically trained, 

he has worked out his compositions of long, slowly changing drones in terms of exact pitch frequencies, developing a 

tendency toward often amazing acoustic effects of gradual dissonance and mind-bendingly slow resolution. 

 

Harold Budd is the minimalist whose influence was confined to the West Coast, where it was intense. He has written perhaps 

the prettiest minimalist music, though often with a dark edge. Disdaining the avant-garde world, he has veered toward 

popular music and has had more recognition there, collaborating with groups like the Cocteau Twins. 

 

Julius Eastman was another of the unlucky minimalists. He made quite a few amazing minimalist-based works, some of them 

for multiple pianos, and often with titles or programs that pushed his gay and African-American agendas. Dogged by poverty 

and drug problems, he passed away alone and unnoticed in a Buffalo hospital at the age of 49. 

 

Tom Johnson is probably the only composer who has ever called himself a minimalist. His music tends to be rigorous in its 

logic, working out mathematically strict patterns. "I want to find the music, not make it," he has often said, although he has 

also written hilarious satires like his Four-Note Opera and joyous religious works like his Bonhoeffer Oratorium. 

 

Daniel Goode, though a minimalist by generation, veered away from the movement early and wrote important postminimalist 

works, such as his Tunnel-Funnel for orchestra (see discography). 

 

Barbara Benary is a minimalist greatly influenced by Indonesian gamelan music; an interest in geometric patterns and 

permutational processes is evident in her gamelan pieces such as Sleeping Braid (1979). 

 

Jon Gibson, saxophonist and flutist, is the only musician to have worked with all four of the "main minimalists" - Young, 

Riley, Reich, and Glass. His early works made their own contribution to minimalism, somewhat like Tom Johnson's, by 

working out strict patterns among pitches such as traditional change-ringing permutations. 

 

Meredith Monk would not want to be included in this list, and has always denied that her music is minimalist. However, she 

has certainly built many works along minimalist principles of repetition and additive structure, and was innovative in this 

area as early as 1966, the same time as Reich's early works. To not include her would be to deny her rightful historical place 

as a musical pioneer, though it may be emphasized that her most minimalist works tend to be freely expressive, not hard-

edged and motoric like those of Glass and Reich. 

 

This is a widely varied group of artistic personalities. Hopefully the list makes clear that minimalism is not just a four-person 

movement, nor an easily circumscribed style. What is clear is the sequence of creative events that brought it to public 

recognition. La Monte Young wrote the first slow, unchanging works in the late 1950s, starting with his Trio for Strings of 

1958. Terry Riley has always acknowledged Young's influence, and added the element of repetition starting in 1963 with his 

tape works Mescalin Mix and The Gift. Steve Reich performed in Riley's In C in 1964, and made his own first minimalist 

work, It's Gonna Rain, in 1965. Philip Glass, in turn, played with Reich's earliest ensemble, and took a minimalist turn in his 

Strung Out of 1967. 

 

Subsequently, Young argued with Conrad and Cale about the Theater of Eternal Music and tied up that music in litigation. 

Young, independently funded until 1987, stayed out of public view. Riley bailed out of a meteoric rise by not recording a 

note during the '70s, and his music since then has followed a baffling progression of styles. Most of the other minimalists 

either left music or died young. No wonder, when the smoke cleared, that Reich and Glass appeared to be the only 

minimalists left standing. But the movement has a richer and more diverse history and repertoire than those two figures alone 

could suggest. 

 

 

Minimalism as a Returning Historical Virus 

 

Minimalism has generated a tremendous amount of resentment and rancor within academia. One of my graduate professors, 

for example, was denied tenure in the 1980s because, he was told, "You brought the music of Steve Reich and Philip Glass 

into the classroom, and we don't want this school associated with that kind of music." (Don't worry, Northwestern: you're not 

associated with that music.) But for anyone who really knew the history of music, the inevitable appearance of minimalism 

should have been predictable. 
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The rise of an extremely simple musical style after the exhaustive development of a complex older style is a musico-

historical phenomenon so periodic in its recurrence that you'd think we'd just get used to it. 

 

In the late 16th century, Renaissance polyphony had evolved to a tremendous peak of perfection in the works of Palestrina: 

perfection, and, I would argue, also a kind of sterile formulaicity. (It's more difficult to tell apart the masses of Palestrina than 

the more varied, more individual masses of the earlier, less formulaic Josquin des Prez.) No one could go any further in the 

development of the polyphonic vocal style than Palestrina did. So up rose a new, ludicrously simple idiom founded by 

amateurs in Florence, the inventors of opera (Jacopo Peri, Giulio Caccini). This was dull, simplistic music - but one of the 

greatest composers of all time, Claudio Monteverdi, got interested, and helped develop it into what we now know as the great 

musical tradition of the Baroque Era. 

 

That Baroque Era that started out so simple grew and grew in ornateness and sophistication and complexity until it reached a 

culmination in the works of J. S. Bach. Like Palestrina, Bach brought the musical language he'd inherited to a peak of 

perfection that no younger composer was going to surpass. So the younger composers, like Sammartini, started writing, 

again, a ludicrously simple new style of music based on vernacular influences: the Rococo symphony. Eventually Haydn 

came along, saw a lot of potential in the symphony, and turned it into the basis for another 150-year long stylistic period. 

 

So zip ahead to the mid-20th century. Milton Babbitt and Pierre Boulez develop the 12-tone language to a point of almost 

unimaginable, and certainly unbeatable, complexity. What did they think was going to happen? Once again a new, simpler 

style was going to rise up in reaction, simplistic at first, but offering tremendous potential for new developments: 

Minimalism. 

 

Unalterable fact of life: Ambitious young artists like to make their individual mark on something. And when older composers 

say to younger composers, "Here is the musical language we have perfected, there is nothing more to do but continue it and 

follow in our footsteps," there are two possible reactions. (I think which one you take depends on how you feel about your 

father.) Some of the young composers will be "good little boys and girls," slavishly go along with the older composers, 

defend that old style at all costs, and banish anyone who departs from it. But other, more ambitious young composers will 

say, "The hell with that, I'm not going to spend my life in the shadow of old men," and they will start something new and 

brash, no matter how rough, how simplistic, how in need of development. 

 

So it happens over and over, yet we never learn. The musical establishment always gets furious, and excommunicates the 

brash young composers as infidels. Composers in the new style, whether Baroque, Rococo, or Minimalist, are denied tenure, 

or the equivalent. Yet the 20th century was the first century in which we possessed enough knowledge of the patterns of 

music history that everything could have turned out differently. Musicologists could have been fascinated to watch the 

process by which one of the new, simpler styles takes root. Instead, our musical academics were just as unconscious and 

ignorant as Zarlino and Artusi in the early 17th century. I still, today, get pleas for help from student composers trying to 

perform and study even early minimalist music against the unbending resistance of their professors. 

 

What makes advocacy of the new style valid, though, is partly the assumption that the new style will ultimately develop into 

something more subtle and complex. To an extent, I agree with the academics' evaluative pronouncements on Piano Phase 

and Einstein on the Beach: that music's too simple, too obvious to sustain interest forever. But it provided young composers 

with new prototypes and paradigms on which a new musical style could be based. 

 

Where the public and professors agree is that nothing has grown out of minimalism, that it's been a fruitless dead end. And 

that's where they're both wrong. They're just not listening. Because at least two large-scale and very intriguing movements 

have grown from minimalism. I call them postminimalism and totalism. 

 

Minimalism and the American Rhythmic Tradition 

 

The times I visited Conlon Nancarrow—the reclusive composer of 51 rhythmically complex studies for player piano—in 

Mexico City, he'd occasionally take me to a new music concert at the University of Mexico. Not much of a musical 

philosopher, he had a pretty simple criterion for his musical tastes: if a piece was rhythmically complex he liked it, and if it 

was rhythmically simple he didn't. Minimalist pieces he had no use for. And yet, Nancarrow's music had a closer relationship 

to minimalism than he'd ever admit (there was no use arguing the point with him). Many of his tempo canons for player piano 

feature melodies going in and out of phase with themselves, which is exactly what happens in Reich's early phase pieces. 

 

In fact, take Nancarrow's Study No. 21, the famous "Canon X," in which one voice starts slow and gradually speeds up while 

the other starts fast and slows down. The 51-note atonal row that governs all pitches in that piece is, by Nancarrow's own 

admission, just an arbitrary prop for the tempo effect. Replace that row with some more limited pitch set, and you could get 
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exactly the same effect in a minimalist context. Several of Nancarrow's studies flirt with minimalism or minimalist-style 

processes in one element or another. 

 

And this is the surprising historical twist to minimalism: although not a continuation of the American experimental tradition 

(so named by composer and scholar Peter Garland) of Ives, Cowell, Varèse, Rudhyar, Cage, and so on, it grafted onto that 

tradition with an ease no one would have expected in the 1960s. Cage was, of course, the pivot point: he had studied with 

Cowell and knew Cowell's book, and it was his example and his writings that inspired Young. Yet I don't think Young or 

Riley or anyone else was looking back to pre-WWII American music for inspiration. They thought they were starting from 

scratch. But perhaps they plugged into something deep in the American psyche, because they created an environment in 

which that experimental tradition could reemerge from the deluge of European composers and music that washed ashore 

before and during WWII. 

 

Much of the rhythmic impetus of the American experimental tradition comes from Henry Cowell's book New Musical 

Resources, written around 1919 though not published until 1930. Cage read that book and possibly took it to Europe with 

him; Nancarrow devoured it in 1939 before leaving for Mexico, and based his entire life's work on it. In the rhythm section of 

the book, Cowell suggests having different "links," or phrases of regular lengths, played simultaneously with phrases of some 

other length. He also details plans for having different but ratio-related tempos playing at the same time. Many of Cowell's 

suggestions point to the possibility of phase-shifting, having regular rhythmic units go in and out of phase at the same time. 

And phase-shifting, of course, becomes the primary preoccupation of Reich's work of the 1960s in Come Out, Piano Phase, 

Violin Phase, and It's Gonna Rain. 

 

More generally, Cowell's remarks on rhythm opened up a whole new era in the structuring of music. Under their influence, 

Cage developed the idea of macro-/microcosmic rhythmic form, whereby a series of phrase lengths (such as 2 1/2 - 1 1/2 - 2 - 

3 - 1/2 - 1 1/2 in his String Quartet of 1950) replicates the formal proportions of the work as a whole. Nancarrow applies this 

idea (which he also takes from the tala cycles of Indian music) to isorhythm, repeating a background rhythmic division over 

and over again. La Monte Young, influenced by Cage, stretches time into long spaces of immobility. (I have always found it 

significant -- although Young insists it was only coincidence -- that the opening sonority in Young's groundbreaking Trio for 

Strings of 1958, the first minimalist piece, when timed out correctly lasts four minutes and 33 seconds.) 

 

Jumping ahead, we find an even clearer application of Cowell's "links" and phase-shifting phrases in postminimalist and 

totalist works such as William Duckworth's Time Curve Preludes, John Luther Adams' Clouds of Forgetting, Clouds of 

Unknowing, Mikel Rouse's Failing Kansas, and my own Time Does Not Exist. Duckworth, in his 1978-79 magnum opus, 

creates additive phrases whose lengths are based on the Fibonacci series. Adams pits different time scales against each other, 

so that a progression of string chords changing every 13 beats might accompany a harp gesture recurring every 6.8 beats, and 

violin melodies repeating every five beats. Sections of Failing Kansas are structured by having four-beat vocal phrases over a 

five-beat ostinato. Time Does Not Exist is based on recurring "links" going out of phase. 

 

So while the simple, repeated-pattern early minimalist works may seem worlds removed from the innovative rhythmic 

structuring of Cowell and early Cage, minimalism's use of repetition, additive process, and phase-shifting created a new basis 

for American music, defined not in terms of pitch and harmony as in European music, but in terms of rhythm and stretches of 

duration. And the younger postminimalist and totalist composers, working out minimalism's premises to their logical 

conclusions, found themselves in territory in which Cowell's, Cage's, and Nancarrow's ideas suddenly seemed very congenial 

again. And so the American experimental tradition, interrupted as it was by World War II and the insurgence of European 

serialism, found itself reorganizing again in the 1960s in the minimalist scene of Downtown Manhattan. If nothing in 

minimalism made that obvious, it became so around 1980 with the advent of postminimalism. 

 

Minimalism's Immediate Legacy: Postminimalism 

 

The public and critical perception seems to be that minimalism was a dead end. It produced four or five well-known 

composers who've kept writing in that style, but they have no followers, except perhaps a few shallow imitators. Minimalism 

was a flash in the pan, a firecracker mistaken for the light at the end of the tunnel, it's over, move along, nothing else to look 

at, and music will now return to European neo-romantic norms. 

 

Of course, were this so, it would be a bizarre scenario. Minimalism has been an extremely public, popular, highly visible 

movement. And yet there will be no further development of the style? No young composers have been tempted to put their 

own spin on it? When has such a thing ever happened in the history of music? I can easily prove that minimalism has kept 

evolving; I'd like to see a member of the critical or musicological opposition try to explain how such a movement could 

vanish without leaving influences behind. 
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Of course there are composers who try to act as though minimalism had never existed, but there are hundreds of others on 

whom the idiom had a dramatic impact. For many, it marked a turning point; it was sometimes almost a life raft, something 

tenable amidst the seeming and unrewarding dead ends of conceptualism, serialism, and neo-romanticism. It represented one 

of the only paths that didn't ultimately lead backward into music's past. 

 

The first inkling I had that something new had begun to develop was at the New Music America festival in Minneapolis, 

1980. Pianist Neely Bruce played William Duckworth's Time Curve Preludes, and I was nonplussed. Minimalist works were 

supposed to be long and structurally obvious. The Time Curve Preludes had the same kind of diatonic tonality and general 

repetitiveness as minimalism, but they were 24 short vignettes, and their brief, spiral forms were mysterious, not analyzable 

on first hearing. Several of them take minimalism's 1, 1-2, 1-2-3 additive forms as a basis, but not in an obvious way. 

Fibonacci-numbered phrase lengths are thrown in, and medieval isorhythms, and Messiaen's concept of non-retrogradable 

rhythm, and bluegrass banjo-picking patterns, plus quotations from Satie's Vexations and the Dies irae chant, and even some 

linear acceleration borrowed from Nancarrow. 

 

In short, The Time Curve Preludes were written by a composer who was listening to minimalism closely, but who was also 

listening to a lot of other things, and had no intention of submerging his individuality into minimalism's motoric 

impersonality. And the piece established a number of precedents and typical characteristics for the style I call 

postminimalism: a reliance on minimalism's steady beat, diatonic tonality, and even formal archetypes, but an inclusiveness 

bringing together ideas from a daunting array of musical sources. Within its smooth exterior, postminimalism is a big melting 

pot in which all the world's musics swim together in unobtrusive harmony. 

 

So I've often credited The Time Curve Preludes (written in 1978-79) as being the first postminimalist piece, or at least that 

1980 performance as being the first important public unveiling. And right around 1980, a lot of composers born in the 1940s 

(Duckworth was born in 1943) suddenly came out with works that took a step or three past minimalism. 

 

These composers didn't know each other. Several of them have met because I introduced them. Postminimalism was a series 

of individual responses to minimalism, a grabbing of ideas that were "in the air." It never formed a "scene" centered in New 

York or San Francisco or anywhere else, and the composers involved range in location from Maine to Mexico and from 

Florida to Hawaii. This is one reason postminimalism hasn't been perceived as a movement, but if you listen to a lot of music 

by the composers I'm about to bring up, the impression of a unified style is remarkably vivid, especially considering that 

these people had never heard each other's work. 

 

For instance, Daniel Lentz (b. 1942), having developed his own style of minimalism independently of Glass and Reich, was 

neck and neck with Duckworth in turning it into something else. The earliest Lentz piece I know of that sounds more "post" 

than minimal is The Dream King (1983), but it seems to have been a gradual transition; I don't know enough of his pre-1980 

music to comment more specifically. Typical of the kinds of coincidences that postminimalism produced, Lentz and 

Duckworth each set the same e. e. cummings poem in very similar ways in 1986, in pieces called The Crack in the Bell 

(Lentz) and Music in the Combat Zone (Duckworth). 

 

In 1980, Janice Giteck (b. 1946) wrote Breathing Songs from a Turning Sky, a work whose minimalist premises made room 

for Balinese, East European, and Indian musics all within a structure based on the Jewish Qabalah. Ingram Marshall (b. 

1942), who had started out with Terry Riley-ish tape delay, wrote a filmy piece called Fog Tropes (1979, revised in '82) 

which, along with his A Gradual Requiem (1979-81), became very popular and brought public attention to postminimalist 

sounds, although there wasn't yet any recognition that a new movement was afoot. Peter Gena (b. 1947) used postminimalism 

as a vehicle for political music starting with his folk song-filled McKinley (1983). 

 

Jonathan Kramer (b. 1942), initially a 12-tone composer, stripped down to minimalistically small pitch sets in the '70s, and 

by Moments In and Out of Time (1981-83), was writing postminimalist orchestral music - severely limited in tonality but by 

no means repetitious. Elodie Lauten (b. 1950) greatly freed up the rhythmic limitations of minimalism in her Concerto for 

Piano and Orchestral Memory (1984), and in 1987 she wrote an important postminimalist opera, The Death of Don Juan. 

Paul Epstein (b. 1938), greatly influenced by Tom Johnson, has used many algorithmic systems in a postminimalist context; 

one of his first postminimalist pieces is the lovely Chamber Music: Three Songs from Home. 

 

I can't begin to do justice to the number of postminimalist composers out there: Beth Anderson, Peter Garland, Paul Dresher, 

Mary Jane Leach, Stephen Scott, Mary Ellen Childs, David Borden, Guy Klucevsek, Neely Bruce, Jean Hasse, Phil Winsor, 

Beata Moon, John McGuire, Paul Lansky, Joseph Koykkar, Maggi Payne, Dennis Kam, Jeremy Peyton Jones, James Sellars, 

Thomas Albert, Sasha Matson, Wes York. Some of my own pieces are postminimalist in style, especially those influenced by 

Duckworth, including my Private Dances for piano, "Last Chance" Sonata for clarinet and piano, and New World Coming for 

solo bassoon with trio. 
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All of these composers (not meaning to include myself) have developed their own personal styles, and yet all can still be 

roughly characterized in common terms. Postminimalist music tends to be tonal, mostly consonant (or at least never tensely 

dissonant), and based on a steady pulse. The music rarely strays from conventionally musical sounds, although many of the 

composers use synthesizers. Postminimalist composers tend to work in shorter forms than the minimalists, 15 minutes rather 

than 75 or 120, and with more frequent textural variety. Their preferred medium is often the mixed chamber ensemble 

pioneered by Glass and Reich, though without the minimalist habit of ensemble unison. Like most Baroque works, the music 

does not tend to change mood or momentum within a movement. The music may be beautiful, emotive, mysterious, eclectic; 

but mercurial and full of contrast it is not. 

 

Another way to characterize the postminimalist idiom is negative: it is the exact antipodal opposite of serialism. Like the 

serialists, the postminimalists have tended to seek a consistent musical language, a cohesive syntax within which to compose. 

But where serialist syntax was abrupt, discontinuous, angular, arrhythmic, and opaque, postminimalist syntax is precisely the 

opposite: smooth, linear, melodic, gently rhythmic, comprehensible. Born in the 1940s, the postminimalist generation grew 

up studying serialism, and internalized many of its values. Minimalism inspired them to seek a more audience-friendly music 

than serialism, but they still conceptualized music in terms familiar to them from 12-tone thought: as a language with rules 

meant to guarantee internal cohesiveness. 

 

And lest you suspect that the postminimalists relinquished their individuality to work in an impersonal common style, note 

that one of the idiom's most worthwhile features is the room it gives for a variety of personal expression. Within the 

movement, Duckworth is the perfectionist, the purveyor of a Mozartean melodic logic. Giteck is postminimalism's Pauline 

Oliveros, composer of deeply spiritual works that reach out to the universe through a wide array of world styles. Lentz 

couches the most common harmonies in the craziest forms, with a mischievously schizophrenic sense of continuity. Beth 

Anderson's music has a gentle, joyful, almost neoclassic lyricism. Marshall's music is nostalgic and cloudy, in contrast to 

postminimalism's usual clear-cut lines. And on and on. 

 

By the 1990s, the postminimalists had achieved a repertoire of enchanting music quite different from anything the 

minimalists had done. Besides those listed above, some of the best works are Duckworth's Southern Harmony (1980-81), a 

choral cycle based on shaped-note hymns; his Imaginary Dances (1985/88) for piano; Giteck's Om Shanti (1986), a Sanskrit-

language prayer for AIDS patients buried in Balinese textures; Lentz's Apologetica (1992-95), his hour-long homage to 

native peoples; Lauten's Tronik Involutions for overdubbed synthesizer (1993); almost anything by Beth Anderson but 

especially her Piano Concerto and Rosemary Swale; John McGuire's A Cappella for voice and electronics; Dresher's Double 

Ikat for trio (1988-90); Leach's Mountain Echoes (1987) and other sensitive works for women's chorus; Scott's Minerva's 

Web (1985) for bowed piano; Childs's Carte Blanche for ensemble (1991); Borden's mammoth cycle The Continuing Story of 

Counterpoint (1976-87); Klucevsek's gentle Viavy Rose Variations (1989) based on melodies from Madagascar. The 

postminimalist discography I've provided offers more than a hundred discs to help you get acquainted with the style. 

 

I hope and think that these are enough examples to strongly suggest that postminimalism is an important and widespread 

style within the American musical spectrum. Like all styles, it reached a point of maximum crystallization, probably in the 

late 1980s, and the composers involved may predictably become less and less similar in their methods and tastes every day. 

Their music, though, constitutes a crucial second step in the stream of which minimalism was the first. Personally, I feel that 

postminimalism is one of the most important bodies of music America has produced, a second wave of accessible yet original 

works parallel to the Copland/Schuman/Harris crowd earlier in the century. By sticking to minimalism rather than moving 

forward into its successor style, critics and audiences alike have missed the boat. There are dozens of postminimalist works 

that I'd rather hear than any of the famous minimalist pieces. 

 

Of course, postminimalism was only one range of possible responses to minimalism. Another movement, among younger 

composers, came hard on its heels, and some people have called it totalism. 

 

Minimalism Gets Complex: Totalism 

 

Composers born in the 1940s (including the postminimalists) generally encountered minimalism in their mid- to late 20s. 

Those born in the 1950s were more likely to find out about it in college or soon after. And the 1950s generation was a very 

different generation. For one thing, they grew up with rock music virtually from infancy; it was in the air, they couldn't 

escape its ubiquitous radio presence, and many of them performed in rock bands in high school. For another, they were the 

first generation to encounter, in the 1970s, world musics such as African, Indian, and Balinese taught in college as part of the 

curriculum. 

 

And so this generation learned from rock that, with enough energy, one could appeal to a much larger audience than classical 

composers generally expected to. From African and Asian musics, they learned that the premises of European classical music 

were not God-given or sacrosanct; and they also learned that music could be much more rhythmically complex and exciting 
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than most classical music is. And in minimalism they found a new, unformed language whose rhythmic style was 

surprisingly easy to reconcile with pop and world music idioms. It was almost a clean slate begging to be written on. 

 

So while the '50s generation admired minimalism's clarity and accessibility, they saw no reason to limit themselves to pretty 

harmonies and diatonic scales as the postminimalists had done. (Truth be told, some of my generation's composers picked up 

from rock a macho posture that disdained quiet and pretty sounds.) Likewise, they saw no reason to be limited to a steady 

eighth-note pulse, when Eastern musics offered such intriguing rhythmic complexities. On the contrary, minimalism seemed 

like the perfect stripped-down context in which rhythmic complexities could be performed and heard with a focus of attention 

that serialist music hadn't provided. 

 

The thought process went something like this: You listen to a minimalist piece, say Glass's Music in Twelve Parts or Reich's 

Octet. Well, that's a nice piece; I could duplicate that. But first, why limit yourself to a major scale? You could use unusual 

scales or sustained dissonances, and the music would be just as followable. And why limit yourself to 8th-notes or 16th-notes 

when you've got the perfect stripped-down context to make three-against-five rhythms audible, or to shift back and forth 

between quarter-note and dotted-eighth-note beats? Why not add drums and electric guitars? And thus my generation began 

writing pieces that had the formal and textural clarity of minimalism, the energy of rock, the dissonance of modernism, and 

the rhythmic intricacy of Asian musics or even Cowell or Nancarrow. And for reasons detailed below, we started calling it 

totalism. 

 

The first step was to fuse minimalism with rock, a step undertaken in 1977 by Rhys Chatham (b. 1952) in his Guitar Trio, a 

continuum of overtones drawn from electric guitars playing one pitch. Chatham's experiments in rock continued, and soon 

after, Glenn Branca (b. 1949) began writing symphonies for groups of electric guitars. 

 

The growth of rhythmic complexity came a little later, strangely enough only a year or so after postminimalism had gotten 

off the ground. Mikel Rouse (b. 1957) wrote a 12-tone piece for rock quartet in 1984 called Quick Thrust, full of layered 

rhythms in three-against-five-against-eight patterns. In 1983, Michael Gordon (b. 1956) wrote Thou Shalt!/Thou Shalt Not!, 

switching back and forth among quarter-note, dotted-eighth, and triplet-quarter beats. In the same year, my Mountain Spirit (I 

had been born in 1955) had five instruments playing rhythmic cycles of mutually prime beat-lengths, using beat-shifting 

patterns gathered from Zuni and Pueblo Indian musics. Ben Neill (b. 1957) used computers to set up simultaneous tracks in 

different tempos for his trumpet improvs. 

 

More quietly, John Luther Adams (b. 1953) overlaid different phrase lengths in pieces like Dream of White on White (1992). 

Lois V Vierk (b. 1951), in pieces like Go Guitars (1981), started with minimalist gradual processes, but crescendoed them 

into a rock-music-like momentum. Diana Meckley (b. 1954) used fractals somehow to write string quartets (such as Strange 

Attractors, 1989) and brass quintets of competing rhythmic impulses. David First (b. 1953) performed well-tuned sets of 

drones with rhythmic beats whose patterns mirrored the pitch relationships. Joshua Fried (b. 1959) set up tape (or digital) 

loops of different lengths and triggered sounds from them as a performance art. 

 

Meanwhile, Chatham and Branca also turned toward greater rhythmic complexity. Chatham's An Angel Moves Too Fast to 

See (1989) built musical structures and even melodies from repeating unequal phrase lengths. Branca's Sixth Symphony 

(1988) had electric guitar chords recurring at different tempos, and in his Tenth Symphony (1994, also for electric guitars) he 

pursued tempo canons à la Conlon Nancarrow. 

 

I collected scores from all these people, and the unanimity in the types of rhythmic structures they were using - all 

unbeknownst to each other - was quite striking. I wrote an article documenting the fact, "Downtown Beats for the 1990s," in 

Contemporary Music Review (Volume 10 Part 1, 1994). I didn't presume to identify a new movement, but others did, and out 

of the realization that a new rhythmic language was emerging came the name totalism. If you find that pretentious, you might 

want to read a different view about labels and -isms. 

 

If you gathered from all this that totalism has much to do with rhythmic complexity, have a cigar. In short, totalism is a style 

of great rhythmic complexity in a kind of harmonically limited, postminimalist context. But it's a particular kind of rhythmic 

complexity. The serialism of Babbitt, Boulez, Ferneyhough, and others had given us a wispy, fragmented rhythmic 

complexity in which no background beat was ever audible. Totalism rejected that, and found it much more interesting to be 

able to hear different tempos, or different rhythmic patterns, articulated by steady beats and going on at the same time. So, 

totalism is a style of great beat-related rhythmic complexity in a kind of harmonically limited, postminimalist context. The 

rhythmic complexity can come from different tempos going on at once, repeating loops of different lengths, unsynchronized 

rhythmic cycles, shifts among beats of diverse durations, and so on . 

 

But where does the "total" in totalism come from? It works on different levels, which is what's so nice about it. Part 

of it is that there's something for everyone: the high-energy beats and simple harmonies can appeal to the general public, 
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while sophisticated musicians can enjoy an underlying rhythmic complexity that the lay listener might not even perceive (sort 

of like a pop-influenced, African drum-based music, actually). The totalists believe in having your cake and eating it too, 

music that appeals to the body and brain at the same time. 

 Embedded in the term, though, is a more esoteric meaning that refers obliquely to the total serialism of the 1950s 

which structured all elements of music by rows ordered from the 12-pitch scale. Quite a few of the totalists (Adams, Rouse, 

Neill, and myself most explicitly, perhaps) went back to Henry Cowell's ideas for structuring rhythm in his book New 

Musical Resources. Cowell suggested different phrase lengths, different meters, and different tempos at once related by the 

natural number series (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7...) by analogy with the harmonic series. Working with the harmonic series rather than 

the 12-pitch equal-tempered scale gave Cowell, and thus the totalists, a more organic way to apply the same methods to 

rhythm as to pitch. Perhaps the cleanest demonstration came in First's works like Jade Screen Test Dreams of Renting Wings 

(1993), in which percussionists played beats in the same number relationships that the synthesizers and winds were playing 

pitches (frequencies). My Homage to Cowell for keyboard sampler (1994) actually duplicated the number-based polyrhythms 

of Cowell's Rhythmicon, reduced to a totalist essence of drumbeats. And so totalism showed that the total organization of 

'50s serialism could be replaced by a more organic total structure involving parallel systems for rhythm and pitch. 

 That's part of totalism's public perception problem, that it involves a deep underground theoretical argument that 

audiences can't be expected to pick up or care about. But it's easy enough to hear totalism's gear-shifting rhythmic 

complexity, marked by articulated tempos and beats. Its harmonies might be extremely consonant, extremely dissonant, or 

anything in-between: my generation lost patience with our elders' fights about the consonance/dissonance issue. But the 

harmonies in a totalist piece do tend to be limited, few in number, recurring in minimalist fashion no matter how dissonant. 

And totalism continues the minimalist/postminimalist tradition of ensemble writing in which everyone's playing almost all 

the time. 

 Where postminimalism was a geographically far-flung movement whose practitioners didn't know each other, 

totalism has been more of a localized phenomenon on the New York scene - with the major exception of Art Jarvinen out in 

Los Angeles. The totalists aren't as concerned with stylistic consistency as the postminimalists, with the result that the style 

isn't nearly as homogenous or recognizable. The totalists have also made a large contribution in an area in which the 

postminimalists are conspicuously absent: opera and music theater. Most notably, there are Mikel Rouse's many operas, 

including Failing Kansas, Dennis Cleveland, The End of Cinematics, and his film-opera Funding; David First's The 

Manhattan Book of the Dead; John Luther Adams' Earth and the Great Weather. And I might be so immodest as to mention 

my own Custer and Sitting Bull (1999), on the strength of the fact that The Kitchen in New York gave it a four-night run in 

December of 2000. 

 Totalism is a smaller movement than postminimalism, though about as large in personnel and repertoire as 

minimalism itself, and you will find a discography here. The movement doesn't necessarily represent the ultimate culmination 

of minimalism. I feel that minimalism, just like early Baroque opera and the Rococo symphony, might possibly represent the 

beginning of a new era that will take another 150 years to explore. The difference is, we no longer live in a singular, 

mainstream-oriented culture anymore, and minimalism and its offshoots have stiff competition from art-DJs, free 

improvisers, neo-romantics, interactive electronics, and a rainbow of possible styles of creativity that looks immense even if 

you leave pop and world musics out of account. 

 I once, in an article, fantasized about a sentence that might appear in some music history book of the late 21st 

century: "Our current musical language arose in the 1960s and 1970s. In its nascent, simplistic state, it was at first mistaken 

for a full-blown style in itself, and was termed 'Minimalism'...." 

 Perhaps that sentence will never appear. We don't know what direction our culture is headed in, especially in the last 

couple of months. But let it stand recorded that minimalism represented, for hundreds of composers, a refreshing breath of air 

coming out of the murk of 20th-century pretentiousness and academicism and opaque complexity. And let it further be 

recorded that a group of late-20th and early-21st-century composers known as the totalists showed that minimalism was not 

as simple as it sounded, and that it was an idiom capable of immense development and rhythmic excitement, and capable of 

absorbing musical influences from around the world. 

 

Minimal Music, Maximal Impact 

In Praise of Labels 

 

Why use labels at all? Why classify music into minimalist, postminimalist, totalist, this-or-thatist? Isn't music just music? 

Don't labels and -isms erase the myriad differences between specific pieces and personal styles, blending everything into a 

superficial caricature? 

 

No. Sorry, that's my answer, and if it seems inadequate, that's only because I don't know a stronger negative than "no." 

 

I have never bought the case against labels and -isms. We say that Chopin and Mendelssohn were both Romantics, even 

though they were diametrically opposed by temperament, and Mendelssohn much more of a neo-classicist. Though radically 

different, Chopin and Mendelssohn inhabited the same world, inherited attitudes of the same generation, and dealt perforce 

with the same issues. By calling them both Romanticists, we create an intellectual conundrum for ourselves, and force 
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ourselves to look for the underlying unities—which are there—between a particular Chopin Nocturne and a particular 

Mendelssohn Symphony, so superficially different from each other. There is no danger that a sensitive person will fail to hear 

the differences. 

 

Are Chopin and Mendelssohn caricatured and diminished by being termed Romantics? Or do we realize that being 

represented by such different individuals proves that Romanticism was a huge, complex, self-contradictory worldview? I 

suggest that the answer to the first question is no, and the second yes. 

 

Artists frequently don't like labels, but the public does, and needs them. In the early 1960s, George Maciunas noticed 

similarities between the works of a large number of artists he was working among in downtown Manhattan. He decided a 

movement was afoot, and he called it Fluxus. Many, including Yoko Ono, resented and disavowed the term. But what would 

be our perception of that New York scene today if Maciunas hadn't made his admittedly self-promotional PR move? Would 

the public remember the individual works of Alison Knowles and Dick Higgins? Probably not, but the public does have an 

idea what Fluxus was, and if you can relate an artist to the Fluxus movement, all of a sudden they have a world within which 

they move, much as Mendelssohn the classicist moved within the Romantic world. 

 

We do not live in a world of isolated, unconnected facts and sense data. The human mind draws connections as part of its 

most basic survival strategy. Likewise, few artists work in isolation; almost all work in communities in which they hear each 

other's work and respond, whether by stealing ideas, solving each other's problems, or avoiding each other's personal styles. 

Occasionally several artists find themselves working in an idiom in which, for just a month or a year or a decade, they seem 

to have more similarities than differences, as though driven by a common vision that they all perceived independently. When 

that happens, we have a collective style, an -ism, which can be a very good thing: it provides a point of crystallization 

capable of pulling artists to a new point and giving them the energy to push away again. 

 

It is difficult for the public to become aware of that point of crystallization without a label. A typical audience member might 

hear In C, Phill Niblock's Five More String Quartets, and a Charlemagne Palestine piano extravaganza (actually, that would 

be a pretty bizarre line-up for a typical audience member to encounter), and, since those pieces are so different, draw no 

particular connection between them. But those of us who hear dozens, even hundreds, of new pieces a year can tell when 

commonalities are beginning to emerge and can let the audience know the context in which new music is arising. 

 There is something to be said for the defensive truism that "A piece of music has to be able to speak for itself." But 

every Westerner who has listened to three performances of Indian classical music, fascinated but unable to make any 

evaluative distinctions between them, knows that music never takes place in a vacuum, but inevitably comes from a context. 

And while much music indisputably offers pleasures that are not context-dependent, our knowledge of the context of a 

Beethoven sonata does not subtract from our enjoyment of it, but rather adds to the subtlety of our enjoyment and the 

appropriateness of our reactions. Especially when encountering new music, there is a danger that, if the context is not known, 

the wrong standards will be applied and the wrong expectations held. This happened when I first heard Duckworth's Time 

Curve Preludes in 1980; at first I was disappointed because it didn't fulfill my expectations of a minimalist piece, and I 

needed to learn to hear it as a separate genre. 

 This is what happened in the 1990s with totalism. I didn't invent the word; I heard others use it first. But it did arise 

from an article I wrote ("Downtown Beats for the 1990s," in Contemporary Music Review, Volume 10 No. 1, 1994) in which 

I pointed to common rhythmic structures being used in the musics of several of my Downtown contemporaries. Up to this 

point, it had been a kneejerk reaction on the part of critics of The New York Times to write off the composers of this music 

as minimalists, implying that they were doing nothing new. By coining and applying the term, we were able to assert that this 

new music was in fact a new thing, that a different language had evolved that did not fit the rules or expectations of 

minimalism. And it worked: I haven't seen anyone at the Times make that condescending mistake in several years now. 

Labels are maligned as erasing individual differences between artists, but they can also do the reverse, and in this instance, 

they made critics and presumably the public aware that a new body of music had broken away from its minimalist parentage. 

 

So we need not consign ourselves to an impoverished nominalism, a world in which only particular sensory data exist, a 

world in which intellectual discourse and scientific inquiry itself are debilitated by a paranoia about drawing connections. Of 

course labels can be misused. Of course stupid people will jump to silly conclusions that "all romantic pieces sound alike," or 

"all minimalist pieces have a steady pulse." Perhaps we should put a warning on -isms: "not to be used by stupid, 

unimaginative people." But I assert that it is more constructive to challenge people, stupid and otherwise, by asking 

unanswerable questions: 

 

    What is romanticism? 

    What is minimalism? 

    What is postminimalism? 

    What is totalism? 
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The value of these questions is that they can never be definitively answered, and that the person who answers them one way 

at 20 will answer them a different way at 30, and differently again at 40 and 50 and 60, measuring the growth of one's 

understanding with each definition. And the struggle to answer them, however provisionally, will bring us into renewing 

contact with both the music and the disembodied musical archetypes whose magnetic field we live in. 

From Minimal Music, Maximal Impact 

by Kyle Gann 

© 2001 NewMusicBox 
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Composer Missy Mazzoli, whose next opera will be premiered by the Washington National Opera in 

January. (Marylene Mey) 

NPR’s recent list of the 150 greatest albums by women was inspiring — but where were 

the composers? In the wake of much discussion about the chronic underrepresentation of female composers on 

American concert programs, I came up with my own best-of list. Since I was responding to a list of recordings, I 

confined myself to artists active in the recorded music era, the 20th and 21st centuries — leaving 

out Hildegard von Bingen, Fanny Mendelssohn, Clara Wieck Schumann, Barbara 

Strozzi, Marianne Martinez, and many others. My selections are based on a combination of personal 

preference and some idea of what constitutes “importance,” and it was hard to winnow it down to only 35. 

 

Meredith Monk: One of the musical pioneers of our time, Meredith Monk has been carving out 

her own channels through the artistic landscape since the 1960s, defying categorization with work that used to be 

characterized as “dance” but now is clearly “composition.” Monk’s trademark is extended vocal technique, mining 

the voice for expressive possibilities not contained within the established conventions of Western notation. With 

evocative titles like “Turtle Dreams” or “Dolmen Music,” her work has the feeling of a myth you’ve always known, 

rooted in our collective historical unconscious, offering a sense of deja vu in pieces that take the form of dreamlike 
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narratives or “operas” (“Book of Days”), or of devotionals (“Songs of Ascension”). Now 74, she is 

working in an increasingly rich, instrument-based idiom, but has lost none of what she has called her “sense of 

wonder.” 

 

Caroline Shaw: When she won the Pulitzer Prize in 2013, Shaw, 35, a violinist and singer, didn’t even 

consider herself a composer per se. But her “Partita for 8 Voices,” composed for the vocal 

group Roomful of Teeth (of which she is a member), a sequence of riffs on Baroque dance forms with a 

wide range of unusual vocal effects, got the attention of the Pulitzer jury. Shaw’s distinctive, lyrical vocal writing 

also got notice from the rapper Kanye West, who has both performed and released tracks with Shaw (including a 

remix of the song “Say You Will”). Recognition hasn’t changed Shaw’s honest, serious approach as she explores 

new musical idioms and forms — like her first-ever piece for orchestra (with solo violin), “Lo,” premiered by the 

North Carolina Symphony at the Shift festival in Washington in March. “It is a strikingly original and moving work 

that rethinks what orchestral writing can be,” Simon Chin wrote in The Washington Post.  

 

Joan Tower: A doyenne of American orchestral composers, Tower, 78, is known to many for her six 

“Fanfares for the Uncommon Woman,” a pendant to Aaron Copland’s ubiquitous musical 

prelude. However, these are relatively small works in a catalogue that has moved from early serialism to music that 

is impressionistic, colorful, and direct, like “Sequoia” (1981). Another signature piece, “Made in America” 

(2006), was performed in all 50 states before taking a Grammy award for Best Classical Composition in 2008. 

Tower has taught composition at Bard College in Upstate New York for 4½ decades, and co-founded the Da 

Capo Chamber Players in 1969 as a forum for her own and other contemporary works. (She left the ensemble in 

1984.) In music, she told an interviewer in 2015, “the gender issue is nonexistent. … Now, outside the music, 

there’s all sorts of problems!” 

 

Kaija Saariaho: The Finnish composer, 64, had a new wave of publicity when the Metropolitan Opera 

performed her “L’Amour de Loin” last season, but she came to international attention when the piece was 

first premiered at the Salzburg Festival in 2000. Saariaho’s music is characterized by surging, luminous tones and 

textures, large masses of sound that move and change, more static meditations than dramatic journeys. Saariaho 

got her international start working in Paris at IRCAM, the computer and electronic music center founded by Pierre 

Boulez, and the resulting analytic sensibility and ability to consider music as sound, and sound as music has left its 
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traces on her acoustic scores. But her work is anything but abstract, tied into a range of other human experiences 

and perception: sight and space, love and motherhood. “Long after the curtain goes down, you feel that you are 

still swimming along in her sound,” the musicologist Susan McClary told The New Yorker in 2016. 

 

Pauline Oliveros: Oliveros, who died in 2016 at the age of 84, was a pioneer of tape music, creating 

works like the poignant “Bye Bye Butterfly,” which puts a recording of Puccini’s opera “Madame 

Butterfly” through a sequence of electronic filters, or “Crone Music,” which refracts and multiplies the sound 

of her own accordion. She is best remembered, though, for the work that she developed under the rubric “Deep 

Listening,” the name for both a trio of performers and a program based on the concepts of active listening and 

responding to other musicians. “Deep Listening” also underlined the autonomy of the individual in deciding how 

to create and experience music, liberating music’s practice from the restrictions of the Western canon — 

particularly with regard to female composers. “They are not necessarily intended to be concert pieces,” she told 

New Music Box in 2000, speaking of her seminal “Sonic Meditations.” “I turned the paradigm around by 

saying, ‘Okay, you make the music.’ ” 

 

Julia Wolfe: In 1987, three young composers, David Lang, Michael Gordon, and Julia Wolfe, responded to 

their frustrations with the academic new-music scene by hosting a marathon performance featuring 

music of every style and stripe — and Bang on a Can was born. The organization has since spawned an ensemble, 

a record label, and summer festival, as well as the annual marathon; and all three composers have become elder 

statesmen of what’s been termed alt-classical music. Wolfe, 58, won a Pulitzer Prize in 2015 for “Anthracite 

Fields,” an oratorio about life in the Pennsylvania coal mines; she is also a recent MacArthur Fellow. Like her 

fellow Bang on a Can composers (she is married to Gordon), she has been moving from shorter intense kinetic 

works, such as “Lick” (2009), to longer narrative ones: a piece about women in American labor will be premiered 

by the New York Philharmonic in 2018-19. 

   

 

Sofia Gubaidulina: Like her colleague Arvo Part, Gubaidulina, 85, found refuge in music from the 

restrictions of life under the Soviet regime, seeing music as a link to the Divine in the face of proscription and 

blacklisting that kept her work unperformed for many years. A difference is that Gubaidulina's music is more 
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conventionally dramatic: like the dark outbursts and suffocated solo-line outcries of the violin concerto 

“Offertorium,” which Gidon Kremer helped champion in the West. Another champion was Mstislav 

Rostropovich, for whom she wrote “Canticle of the Sun,” a cello concerto with chorus. Drawing on 

musical traditions from both East and West, Gubaidulina has explored folk music and instruments like the bayan, a 

Russian accordion. In 1992, she moved to Germany, where she has been able to enjoy her tremendous 

international renown.  

 

Missy Mazzoli: Already an established fixture on the Brooklyn scene with her band, Victoire 

(which played DC in 2011), the 36-year-old Mazzoli came to the attention of a wider audience in 2016 with 

her second opera, “Breaking the Waves,” which brought the lyricism of Benjamin Britten through a filter of Louis 

Andriessen into the 21st century. “It’s so easy to create an idea of what my music is based on its labels: classical, 

indie-classical, post-minimal, contemporary, chamber-pop, opera, orchestral, etc.,” she said in a 2015 interview. 

“None of these words really tells you anything about how the music sounds or how you will feel about it.” She’s 

written for orchestras like the Los Angeles Philharmonic, but her signature works remain vocal: from her first, 

acclaimed opera, “Song from the Uproar,” to the pop-song like “Cathedral City.” Her third opera, 

“Proving Up,” will be premiered in January as part of the Washington National Opera’s American Opera 

Initiative.  

 

Jennifer Higdon: One of today’s most-performed living composers, Higdon, 54, embodies a combination 

particularly appealing to American audiences: She’s at once a maverick and, in a certain way, a conservative. Self-

taught until college, espousing no particular aesthetic school, she writes smart music that is not ashamed to be 

tonal, and beautiful. “Blue Cathedral,” one of the most-performed of all contemporary works, is a lush wash 

of tonalities throbbing through the orchestra. A teacher at the Curtis Institute, where she got her own graduate 

degree, she has formed relationships with some illustrious students, writing her vivid violin concerto, which won 

the Pulitzer Prize in 2010, for Hilary Hahn, and her piano concerto, which the National Symphony 

Orchestra premiered in 2009, for Yuja Wang. In 2015 her first opera, “Cold Mountain,” had a 

success in its world premiere at the Santa Fe Opera. “If my music is not communicating,” she said in 2012, “I feel 

it’s not doing its job.” 
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Lili Boulanger: Most rosters of great female composers include Nadia Boulanger, the composer, 

conductor, and influential teacher to a couple of generations of composers. But Nadia devoted considerable 

energies to keeping alive the memory of her sister, Lili, a child prodigy who died in 1918 at 24, having been the 

first woman to win the prestigious Prix de Rome — with a big symphonic cantata, “Faust et Helene,” that 

like many Prix de Rome-winning pieces is a little too cumbersome and weighty to fully reveal the strengths of a 

composer whose best work is packed with color and light. Yannick Nezet-Seguin and the Philadelphia Orchestra 

gave a fine reading of her sun-dappled “D’un matin de printemps” when they last appeared here in 

January, though her best-known short work is probably the “Pie Jesu” — possibly the only surviving section of 

a planned Requiem she did not live to finish. 

 

Augusta Read Thomas, 53 

An unabashed high modernist — no concessions to pop music here! — with a lyrical and even antic streak, 

Thomas writes uncompromising but engaging works with evocative titles drawn from her extensive reading of 

poetry. A former composer in residence with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, she is first and foremost an 

orchestral composer whose work has been extensively performed — but because of union contracts and the fact 

that many of her premieres happened before orchestras such as Chicago started fielding their own recording labels, 

her work has been notably underrecorded. She got tenure at Eastman when she was only 33; she has since had 

other teaching posts and is now on the faculty at the University of Chicago. 

Germaine Tailleferre, 1892-1983 

The only female member of the group of French composers known as “Les Six” (which included Poulenc, 

Honegger, and Milhaud), Tailleferre was prolific throughout her lifetime but is best known for the work she wrote 

in the 1920s and 1930s when “Les Six” were most active. Although “Les Six” were partly conceived as a reaction 

against Wagner and the impressionism of Debussy, there is a French lightness to much of Tailleferre’s work. She 

moved between France and the United States a couple of times, leaving many of her manuscripts behind during 

the war years, and much of the music she wrote in the last decades of her life, when she taught music to children at 

a school in Paris, was not published until after her death. 

 

Ruth Crawford Seeger, 1901-1953 

The first woman to win a Guggenheim fellowship (in 1930), Crawford Seeger was a hugely influential American 

modernist composer whose string quartet left its mark on Elliott Carter and others. She became a significant figure 

in American music after Henry Cowell put her on the board of his New Music Society in the 1920s, with a host of 
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significant compositions — her Three Songs set to poems by her friend Carl Sandburg represented the United 

States at the 1933 festival of the International Society for Contemporary Music in Amsterdam. Yet as the demands 

of family and her involvement with preserving American folk music took over (she was married to the 

musicologist Charles Seeger; Pete Seeger was her stepson; and Mike and Peggy Seeger, two of her four children), 

she gradually moved away from art-music composition to more folk-oriented work, from collections of folk-song 

adaptations to pieces such as “Risselty Rossolty, an American fantasy for orchestra,” written for an 

educational radio series. 

 

Du Yun, 40 

Her second opera, “Angel’s Bone,” with its haunting use of chorus and electronics woven around the solo voices 

in a searing story, was awarded the 2017 Pulitzer Prize in music. Born to factory workers in China, initially trained 

as a pianist, Du Yun has parlayed degrees from Oberlin and Harvard into a career as a teacher and administrator 

— she is artistic director of the MATA festival, a cutting-edge event for new music — as well as a composer. Her 

piece “Dreaming of the Phoenix,” a contemporary take on the early Chinese-opera form kunqu, was performed at 

the Sackler in 2013; in The Washington Post, Stephen Brookes wrotethat her “delicate and ethereal score 

. . . seemed to come alive with the shimmering mystery of a half-remembered dream.” 

 

Anna Clyne, 37 

London-born, Brooklyn-dwelling Clyne writes well-crafted music with close links to narrative, which makes her a 

natural for the ballet stage (“Rift,” for example, written in 2016 for the Cabrillo festival, is described as a 

“symphonic ballet”). Her music often incorporates electronic components in uneasy partnership with the acoustic 

instruments, as in “Seamstress,” her violin concerto written for Jennifer Koh, who also premiered her double 

concerto, “Prince of Clouds,” with Jaime Laredo — both with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, where 

Clyne was composer in residence for five years. A mentor has been Marin Alsop, who commissioned Clyne’s 

“Masquerade” for her appearance conducting the last night of the BBC Proms in 2013. 

 

Anna Thorvaldsdottir, 40 

Already boasting a Deutsche Grammophon album devoted entirely to her work, the Icelandic 

composer creates atmospheric pieces: physical installations, or orchestral clouds of sound, in which one can bathe 

in the textures and contemplate the unconventional techniques used in creating details emerging from the whole. It 

is intricate and meditative music and is getting a lot of play these days; the International Contemporary Ensemble 
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performed her installation “In the Light of Air” at the Atlas in the District a couple of years back, and Alan 

Gilbert led her “Aeriality” in one of his final concerts as music director of the New York Philharmonic this season. 

 

Lera Auerbach, 43 

The multitalented Russian American performer-composer — who is also a published poet — writes emotional, 

heart-on-the sleeve music steeped in nostalgia and a deep knowledge of the canon, including adaptations of and 

homages to composers from Mozart to Shostakovich, but tinged with unusual colors, like a theremin. She has 

written for many of the world’s leading orchestras — the New York Philharmonic premiered her latest violin 

concerto, “NYx: Fractured Dreams” in January, and several of her works have been performed at the 

Kennedy Center over the years, including “Requiem for Icarus,” a reworking of the last movements of 

her first symphony. Also a pianist, Auerbach recently recorded her own violin-and-piano version of Shostakovich’s 

24 preludes, along with her own sonata “Arcanum,” on ECM. 

 

Paola Prestini, 42 

An ambitious entrepreneur, Prestini functions as both the mastermind behind large-scale performance projects and 

a kind of new-music activist, creating performance opportunities for a whole cadre of artists — most recently at 

National Sawdust, the factory-turned-performance-space she co-founded and runs in Brooklyn. Her own work 

runs to evening-length performance works and operas tackling ambitious and weighty themes about life and death 

and the cosmos, with music generally better than its themes, like the opera “Oceanic Verses,” an exploration 

of Italian folk music and the fate of women, performed at the Kennedy Center in 2012. 

 

Unsuk Chin, 56 

Born and raised in Korea and resident in Berlin, Chin writes music that reflects neither place as much as an eclectic 

and sometimes humorous approach of her own. There’s a healthy admixture of European postmodernism in 

works like “Acrostic Wordplay” from 1991, the first piece that gained her wide attention after she moved to 

Hamburg to study with Ligeti and others in 1985. The 2007 opera “Alice in Wonderland,” a quirky piece that 

definitely doesn’t follow the template of children’s opera, has been performed around the world and will be 

followed by “Through the Looking Glass,” scheduled to be premiered in London in 2018/2019. 

Eve Beglarian, 59 

An experimental composer and performer, Beglarian writes genre-defying, intimate music that resists 

categorization: a collage of sound and effect, voice and electronics, written for everything from a rock band to a 
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found recording, and sometimes responding to collaborators such as Maya Beiser or a concept like kayaking down 

the Mississippi River, which resulted in “BRIM: the river project.” Her ongoing “Book of Days” is creating a kind 

of musical devotional book-cum-diary in excerpts and musical vignettes with texts by creators including Rilke the I 

Ching, expressed in an equally diverse musical vocabulary. 

Sarah Kirkland Snider 

Dense, layered, large-scale works for voice and instruments, probing the past, are a hallmark of this New Jersey-

born composer. Rrecordings of her song cycles, including “Unremembered” (2015) and “Penelope” (2010), have 

won critical plaudits. (In The Washington Post, Tom Huizenga called “Unremembered” “a study 

in the beguiling power of memory.”) Snider is also a co-director of New Amsterdam Records, one of the main 

outlets for contemporary new-music recordings, with a de facto emphasis on the Brooklyn scene. 

 

Laura Kaminsky, 60 

Kaminsky has an extensive background in teaching and administration in addition to a long catalogue of chamber 

and orchestral works. The success of her first chamber opera, “As One” (2014), a poignant and effective piece 

about the transition of a transgender woman, has led to a new burst of activity for her on the chamber-opera 

scene; after “Some Light Emerges” for the Houston Grand Opera (2017), she is working on a new chamber piece 

for a consortium led by the San Francisco’s Opera Parrallele. 

 

Gabriela Lena Frank, 44 

Multiculturalism is an integral part of Frank’s extensive work. A sometimes member of Yo-Yo Ma’s Silk Road 

Ensemble, she often writes for non-Western instruments and explores her Peruvian heritage (on her mother’s side) 

in pieces such as “Leyendas: an Andean walkabout,” mingling folk feeling with compositional sophistication. 

 

Lisa Bielawa, 48 

A vocalist and composer who co-founded the MATA festival with support from Philip Glass, to whose ensemble 

she belonged for some time, Bielawa has written a number of pieces juxtaposing voice and acoustic instruments in 

small ensembles but is increasingly aiming larger with pieces such as “Hypermelodia” for big band, chamber 

orchestra and percussion. Her current project is “Vireo,” an opera crafted to be released in broadcast form, like a 

television serial. 

Melinda Wagner, 60 
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Winner of the 1999 Pulitzer Prize for her Concerto for Flute, Strings and Percussion, Wagner 

has been commissioned by a panoply of American orchestras, including the New York Philharmonic (her 

energetic trombone concerto was written for Joseph Alessi) and the Chicago Symphony (which premiered 

her piano concerto for Emanuel Ax). Her music is non-allusive but has an engaging, propulsive continuity. 

 

Galina Ustvolskaya, 1919-2006 

Strongly supported by her teacher, Shostakovich, Ustvolskaya was among those composers who remained little-

performed under the Soviets. She worked steadily, however, ultimately moving past the audible influence of her 

teacher to create an oeuvre of dark, brutal uncompromising work. “Scream into Space” is the subtitle of 

her second symphony, which describes the sense of futile anguish evident in many of her pieces. 

 

Shulamit Ran, 67 

The second woman to win the Pulitzer Prize (for her Symphony, in 1991), the Israeli-born Ran has lived in 

Chicago for most of her professional life, where she was composer in residence with the Chicago Symphony 

Orhcestra for seven seasons and, until recently, taught at the University of Chicago. Her music draws on a wide 

range of material from other mediums, including literature and visual art, in scores that are now thorny, then 

surging with a kind of contemporary romanticism. 

 

 

Chen Yi, 64 

Born into a musical household in China but forced to work in the countryside during the Cultural Revolution, 

Chen Yi is one of several expatriate Chinese composers who in the 1990s and early 2000s brought some of the 

sounds and instruments of China into the vocabulary of Western orchestras, particularly in American concert halls. 

 

Amy Beach, 1867-1944 

The first American woman to compose large-scale art music, Beach focused on composition after marriage 

compelled her to pull back from what had been an active career as a pianist. The Handel and Haydn Society’s 

performance of her Mass in E-flat gained her renown, and the Boston Symphony Orchestra subsequently 

premiered both her Gaelic Symphony and piano concerto (with her as soloist). After her husband died, she 
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traveled extensively in Europe, and her writings about the European music scene remain a valuable testimony to an 

era; but her unpopular political sympathies (with Germany in World War I and Mussolini in the 1930s) may have 

contributed to her postwar neglect. 

Valerie Coleman, 47 

In 1997, Coleman, unhappy with the underrepresentation of musicians of color in the classical music world, 

founded Imani Winds, a wind quintet whose name is the Swahili word for “hope.” The group has gone on to 

considerable success, and Coleman remains its flutist and composer in residence with a catalogue mainly of 

chamber works for her ensemble as well as some pieces for other instrumentations, often incorporating whiffs of 

jazz and evocative illustrations of the music of the South, such as “Red Clay and Mississippi Delta,” which Joan 

Reinthaler, in The Washington Post, called “a family portrait in sound,” and “terrific.” 

 

Libby Larsen, 66 

A pathbreaking figure in creating a sense of community in the American new-music scene, Larsen co-founded the 

organization that became the American Composers Forum and was the first woman to hold a residency with a 

major American orchestra, the Minnesota Orchestra, in 1983. She has written 11 operas, from a children’s opera 

based on “A Wrinkle in Time” to “Every Man Jack,” about Jack London, and has a huge catalogue of 

choral music, in addition to several symphonies and large-scale orchestral works. 

 

Florence Price, 1887-1953 

A 1906 graduate of the New England Conservatory, Price was the first African American woman to have her 

music played by a major orchestra — the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, which performed her first symphony after 

she took first place in the Wanamaker Foundation Awards. She incorporated American folk tunes and material 

from the African American religious tradition in her native South in expressive, accomplished works. 

 

Gloria Coates, 78 

The most prolific female symphonist — she has written 16 of them, though she says she didn’t originally set out to 

write a symphony at all — the American Coates has lived largely in Germany for most of her career and remains 

less known in the United States. Her music is a kind of impassioned postminimalism characterized by a use of 

orchestral glissandos and crescendos — slow steady movements of a whole body of instruments. She has also 

written extensively for voice. 
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Judith Weir, 63 

The first woman to assume the role of Master of the Queen’s Music, knighted for her service to the field, Weir, a 

former composer in residence with the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, has written a number of operas 

in a tonal vein, of which “A Night at the Chinese Opera” (1987), her first, has been arguably the most successful. 

 

Cécile Chaminade, 1857-1944 

Chaminade was one of those composers who were acclaimed during their lifetimes and neglected afterward. Her 

works, mainly piano pieces and songs, gained her a following not only in France, but also in England and the 

United States, where she toured to great success in 1908. She made a number of piano rolls but gradually ceased 

composing as she grew older. 

For further exploration, look into the music of Ethyl Smyth, Peggy Glanville-Hicks, Elodie Lauten, Hannah Lash, 

Kate Soper, Elena Kats-Chernin, Kati Agocs, Anne LeBaron, Adriana Holszky, Olga Neuwirth, Thea Musgrave, 

Lucia Dlugoszewski, Ellen Taaffe Zwilich, Judith Lang Zaimont, Tania Leon, Margaret Brouwer, Bernadette 

Speach, Lori Laitman, Dalit Warshaw, Elena Ruehr, Arlene Sierra, Andrea Clearfield, Ursula Mamlok, Victoria 

Bond, Barbara Kolb, Agata Zubel, Nicola LeFanu, Peggy Stuart Coolidge, Mary Ellen Childs, Zoe Keating, 

Alexandra Gardner, Rachel Portman, Betsy Jolas, Nancy van de Vate, Cindy McTee, Marti Epstein, as well as jazz 

composers Maria Schneider and Nicole Mitchell, and performance artists including Laurie Anderson, Pamela Z, 

Joan LaBarbara, and Diamanda Galas. A firm case could be made as to why any of these women should be 

included on this list in place of any others. 
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